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Speaking Points:

A<er finalizing energy goals and strategies, a list	  of potenLal acLons to achieve them
must	  be developed and ranked.

WHO: The Leadership Team will drive this step, including establishing a ranking system
and dra<ing a proposed list	  of acLons, with the Plan Manager managing logisLcs.
Stakeholders will provide input	  along the way to help expand the list	  of potenLal
energy acLons designed to meet	  goals and to help prioriLze these ideas. Including
stakeholder input	  allows for the idenLficaLon of a broader range of potenLal energy
acLons, provides stakeholders with a sense of ownership in the plan, and begins the
necessary step of idenLfying responsible parLes for implemenLng prioriLzed acLons
(addressed in Step 8).

WHEN: This step can be done in conjuncLon with goals and strategies development, as
well as the research and interview stage of developing a financing strategy. As with
Step 5, try to keep this to 4–6 weeks
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Speaking Points:

Goals and strategies will only be accomplished with concrete acLons, but	  there are a
wide range of policy, program, and project	  opLons a jurisdicLon can chose from, so
they must	  be broadly considered and then prioriLzed. Deliberately idenLfying and
arLculaLng the criteria	  and raLonale for ranking these choices will:

•	 Assure a focus on relevant	  acLviLes that	  will be effecLve in contribuLng toward
goals

•	 Provide guidance to those implemenLng the plan if future resources are constrained

• Help garner support	  from others.
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Without	  some evaluaLon of proposed acLons, it	  is hard to know if those chosen will be 
effecLve in achieving goals. This system will also be criLcal for narrowing opLons for the CESP 
to a reasonable subset	  of all of the possibiliLes. Establish this ranking scheme a the start	  of 
the process so that	  ineffecLve and/or unrealisLc acLviLes can be set	  aside early on and 
conversaLons can more quickly hone in on true priority acLons. 

Start	  with the goals and strategies developed in Step 5 to inform the ranking system. For 
example, if goals focus mainly on cost	  savings, use that	  as the key criteria	  for prioriLzaLon. 
Then use addiLonal objecLves idenLfied to rank among prioriLzed acLons. For example, if 
economic development	  is also flagged as important, among the acLons that	  result	  in significant
cost	  savings, those that	  also result	  in job growth will rank higher. It is also common to use some
combina;on of criteria	  to capture the full scope of local prioriLes and add a weighLng scheme 
to balance the importance of the most	  important	  items. 

Common evaluaLon criteria	  include: 
• EffecLveness in reducing energy use and related costs and/or savings 
• Timeframe for implementaLon and payoff 
• Feasibility of acLviLes 
• Co-‐benefits with other local prioriLes (e.g., social equity, economic development) 

You will also need to choose between an objecLve vs. subjecLve ranking method for each type 
of criteria	   ranking methods can be highly technical calculaLons or more-‐subjecLve 
assessments of impact. Both have their place. Men;on example. 
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Speaking Points:

•	 Bullet	  3: Apply the ranking scheme developed above to the opLons idenLfied
through brainstorming acLviLes, and dra< a set	  of prioriLzed acLons to include in
the CESP

•	 In addiLon to considering the realism of meeLng each individual target, assess the
contribuLon that	  the total dra< porKolio of selected acLviLes will have toward
achieving goals.

•	 Dra< a rough Lmeline for implementaLon, including growth of savings or other
metrics toward goals and strategies.
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Speaking Points:

• ObjecLve of this slide is spark your thinking.
• NoLce that	  the cost	  of implemenLng rises from le< to right.

• Note that	  recogniLon programs are typically naLonal or federal.

• Note that	  #4 & #5 are within the local jurisdicLon.

• Bring up and emphasize examples from the Guide and other resources.
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Speaking Points:

•	 Bullet	  3: Apply the ranking scheme developed above to the opLons idenLfied
through brainstorming acLviLes, and dra< a set	  of prioriLzed acLons to include in
the CESP

•	 In addiLon to considering the realism of meeLng each individual target, assess the
contribuLon that	  the total dra< porKolio of selected acLviLes will have toward
achieving goals.

•	 Dra< a rough Lmeline for implementaLon, including growth of savings or other
metrics toward goals and strategies.
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Clean energy policies that	  reduce or avoid air polluLon can enhance air quality and improve peoples’ health and
quality of life. For example, exposure to air polluLon from fossil fuel-‐based energy can exacerbate respiratory
diseases, like bronchiLs and asthma, and cause heart	  aNacks and premature death.

CalculaLng the value of clean energy policies such as energy efficiency or fuel switching, can help state and local
governments consider both the costs and benefits of policy choices and support	  a balanced decision-‐making process.

EPA offers the Co-‐Benefits Risk Assessment	  (COBRA) screening model, free tool that	  helps state and local
governments esLmate and map the air quality, human health and related economic benefits of clean energy policies
and programs. They recently updated several health impact	  funcLons and valuaLon approaches as well as made
minor updates to other health effects.

Why Use COBRA?
State and local governments can use COBRA to:
•	 BeNer understand the potenLal for clean energy to enhance air quality, health, and social well being.
•	 Design or select	  program opLons that	  maximize benefits.
•	 Build support	  for clean energy investments based on the air and health benefits.
•	 Narrow a list	  of policy opLons to those that	  should be evaluated using more sophisLcated air quality models.
•	 Present	  informaLon about	  localized health benefits in easy–to–interpret	  tables and maps.
•	 Support	  a balanced decision-‐making process that	  considers both the potenLal costs and benefits of policy

opLons.

Download or request	  a copy of the revised version, with details about	  the current	  updates, from
EPA’s COBRA web page.
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Speaking Points:

•	 No maNer what	  methodology is used, impacts will be esLmates at this stage, and no
acLon is without	  uncertainty – but	  the process of screening opLons is sLll
worthwhile. No ranking methodology will be able to predict	  the future no maNer
how precise it	  is, so be aware that	  addiLonal investment	  in highly quanLtaLve
analysis is not	  always worth the extra	  cost	  and Lme.
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